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Is your business ready for the future?

It’s a question that many business’ ponder. At EFI our approach has been to build innovative technology solutions  
in a way that ensures we can deliver three core pillars of value to our Corrugated customers:

• Sustainable manufacturing

• Improved productivity

• Reduced operating costs

From simple sheet plant operations through to modern fully integrated corrugated production plants our enterprise 
wide portfolio of software solutions can enhance all aspects of your business helping you ‘evolve’ with the times,  
no matter where you are on your journey.
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The corrugated industry 
continues to evolve
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At EFI, we have been innovating and  
supporting our customers in the corrugated 
industry for many years.

From sheet plants, box plants or sheet feeder 
plants our comprehensive suite of business 
productivity solutions will simplify your 
processes, empower your team and automate 
key tasks ensuring maximum efficiency and 
productivity for your business.

Stay flexible and responsive to tomorrow’s 
marketplace demands.
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A fully integrated Suite solution that will improve agility, cost efficiency 
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Business Efficiency

The demands of the corrugated industry require specialist solutions to remain competitive. Tools like intelligent 
automation, enhanced collaboration and integrated workflows become the DNA of a modern day operating model.

Explore our range of Business Efficiency solutions including our award winning ERP, Corrugated Business System,  
and see how we can help your business transform and grow.
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“ This innovative BI module, offering real time data 
and management reports, allows us to plan more 
effectively, measure Key Performance Indicators, and 
closely monitor the strategic deployment of resources.”

— carlo cammalleri, netpak packaging inc.
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Bring eCommerce to  
your customers
MarketDirect Pack Central provides you with the power to manage your clients needs through an intuitive online 
portal. Capture item orders, re-orders, build and visualise products in powerful 3D tools, to give your customers 
compelling additional value as part of your service offering.



“ We’re excited about the potential with SmartBox 
Designer to support our key brand agents in specifying 
content online — they are always looking for flexible 
tools to better manage their artwork and assets  
through production.”

— sam abbott, ceo abbott-action.



Sustainable Manufacturing

Our sustainable manufacturing solutions are tailored for the corrugated industry, whether you are a highly sophisticated 
sheet plant or a simple box conversion plant. From integrated supply chain solutions to automated planning with 
order promising, EFI’s sustainable manufacturing solutions can bring enhanced productivity, reduced waste, optimised  
machinery, lower energy costs and a reduced carbon footprint for your business.
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“ Having CorrTrim and having CorrPlan to me is like 
a hand in glove relationship. You get to see what 
is coming off the gator and how it’ll flow onto the 
production floor, how the stock is coming off through 
the lines, how they are running. I think they go hand 
in hand. I don’t see how you can operate using one 
without the other. It would be very hard if we only  
had CorrTrim and we were scheduling production  
any other way. This is the perfect setup… it’s a must!”

— tim benecke, vp/coo, royal group.



Corrugation quality and  
process control solutions
Whether you have a new or aging corrugator, bring it to life with our innovative and market leading technology. 
Correct board warp and quality issues whilst improving product consistency and output with our flagship process 
control technology utilising intelligent speed control.

Our corrugator wet, dry end and process control solutions have helped increase profitability for many businesses  
by achieving greater production efficiency, increased productivity, improved quality whilst reducing down-time  
and paper waste.
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“ We believe EFI Escada is the best choice for having  
an integrated closed loop corrugator control system  
that will bring us many advantages such as increased 
quality due to higher run speeds. With these 
advantages, we expect to save money and further 
delight our customers with improved and reproducible 
product quality.”

—  jakub wotjko, production director, prinzhorn group.
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High Speed Digital Solutions

Unleash the full potential of your EFI software solution with a certified end to end digital print workflow. Nobody else 
offers end to end integration to the industry leading high speed digital inkjet printer — the Nozomi C18000.

Nozomi has been built with sustainable printing at it’s heart. From environmentally friendly inks that are fully recyclable  
to intuitive cleaning and waste reduction, the Nozomi can help your business digitally transform and manufacture in 
a sustainable way.



“      The print jumps off the board, there’s a real ‘wow’ 
factor. You can tell a Nozomi print from a mile away, 
it’s the easiest sale.”

—  mal mcgowan, founder and owner, mcgowans print.
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Plant floor data in the palm  
of your hand
EFI™ Auto-Count® 4D is the next generation plant floor production intelligence platform that automatically collects 
accurate, up-to-the minute production data including counts, press status, speed and other critical information directly  
from your equipment in real time.



“ Our scheduler just opens up Auto-Count’s Plant 
Manager software and instantly has the data he needs 
to do his job, getting a real-time update and status 
across both plants. If he were to try to acquire all of  
that information manually, it would take him an hour  
or more.”

— chris reynolds, plant manager classic graphics.
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Business Intelligence

We have been developing our Business Intelligence model for many years across many business segments to build a  
comprehensive library of ‘off the shelf’ reports. The fully customisable reports with easy to read visual display capabilities  
are the icing on the cake for a comprehensive management solution for all areas of your business. Unlock the power 
of business intelligence and see how you can supercharge your corrugated business.
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Modular Deployment

Our modular approach of open technology allows customers to build requirements as they need making our suite of 
solutions completely customisable and a solid foundation for future growth.

How long would a new system take to deploy in your business?



Business Consulting 

Trust the experts! Our professional team of consultants have many years of expertise in the corrugated industry. From  
Roll Stock Analysis to managing work remotely our team can help you define best practice and save costs with innovative  
solution ideas. Challenge us to redefine your future operating model and maximise your production efficiencies.
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Remote support and delivery

Your entire workflow is supported by one knowledgeable industry-focused partner. Many of our services and 
consultations can be handled remotely ensuring we can support you anytime from anywhere.

Do other providers offer full support and training for your staff during a system upgrade that can be done remotely?
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Have confidence in a crisis

The EFI Corrugated suite is equipped with enabling technology that allows your business to continue running no matter  
the situation faced. From collaborative working tools that foster communication and reduce manual touch points, visual,  
paperless reports on your mobile or key functionality to quickly re-cast work pending a supply chain disruption we 
have the technology that matters most to keep your business running and your employees safe.

• Collaborative work tools and solutions

• Reduce touch points & risk with automation

• Re-cast work to manage production disruption

• Minimise Supply chain risk



Comprehensive 
productivity and process 
improvement solutions
Integration built together under one roof
The EFI Corrugated Packaging suite delivers a comprehensive suite 
of Business management and manufacturing efficiency solutions 
designed to optimise any type of corrugated plant set up.

Certified workflows are designed from the ground up to address real 
business needs and work seamlessly together to provide the solution 
you need to grow your business.

The EFI Corrugated Packaging Suite
Our scalable, open technology allows companies to enrich, expand 
and integrate their technology stack, ensuring a fully customisable end 
to end solution. Capabilities include Corrugator trimming, Corrugator 
scheduling, Closed loop process control, roll stock management with 
integrated shipment planning, business intelligence and much more. 

The Suite enables users to:

 - Optimise production with dynamic scheduling

 - Empower teams with business automation

 - Improve customer service and collaboration with order promising

 - Integrate all aspects of your business with an end-to-end  
digital workflow

 - Improve product quality and corrugation performance with integrated 
process control that utilises intelligent speed control technology

 - GROW YOUR BOTTOM LINE REVENUE
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“ I’ve got an iPad where I can 
monitor what is going on from 
home. Its very easy to use,  
it’s very easy to see everything  
that needs to be done so I 
would be lost without corrplan.”

EDUARDO CABELLO, ROYAL GROUP

Contact Us
www.efi.com/contact-me

Talk to a Specialist
0808 101 3484 (UK only)  
or +44 (0)1246 298000

Learn More
www.efi.com/products/productivity-software/productivity-
suite/corrugated-packaging-suite/
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Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalised documents, 
with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms  
and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call  
0808 101 3484 (UK only) or +44 (0)1246 298000 (UK), or +61 (0) 7 3625 9200 (ANZ and Asia Pacific) for more information.


